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Abstract 
We will consider the families of curves arising in [4 . 
Let f : X > S be the universal families of > 4 points in and let 
g \ Z S he the families of the d-th cyclic covers of ipi ramified on x. We will 
prove the Kodaira-Spencer map Kod : 9 s — is injective and for some 
of these families the map • .. S — kMc{G, ho) are dominant, where k M c ( G , ho) 
is the moduli space of isomorphism classes of the principally polarized abelian 
varieties Jac(C\) together with the Galois group action and a level 1-structure, 
so there are infinite many CM points in these families. 
We will determine the decomposition of some of these families up to isogenous 
and determine the eiidomorphism algebra of a general member of them. 
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We will first review something about abelian varieties and families of abelian 
varieties with given endomorphism algebras, which are called Shimura varieties. 
1.1 Abelian Varieties And Shimura Varieties 
An abelian variety X over C is a complex torus admitting a positive definite line 
bundle. 
If X is an abelian variety, then End°(X) (the endomorphism algebra of X 
over Q) is a finite dimension Q-algebra, any polarization L induces a Rosati-
involution f — f' on End°(X), and ( f , g ) 一 TrAfg) is a positive definite 
symmetric bilinear form on the Q-vector space End°(X). 
We say X is simple if X has no abelian subvariety other than 0 and itself. By 
Poincare's complete reducibility theorem X is isogenous to x . . . x X；!.、then 
we have End°(X) ~ Mn^Fi) 0 . . . ® Mn.(-Fr), where F^ = are skew 
fields of finite dimension over Q. 
For a simple abelian variety X, the endomorphism algebra of X is a skew field 
F together with a positive involution the Rosati involution. 
Denote K the center of F, whose fixed field we denote by KQ. Then KQ is 
5 
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a totally real number field and we have the following theorem about a simple 
abelian variety. 
Theorem 1.1.1 For pair (F, ') as before, we have the following cases: 
1. K = Kq. 
• (real multiplication) F = K. 
• (totally indefinite quaternion w.ultvplication) F is a quaternion algebra 
over K and for every em,bedding a : K F (g)^ M ~ M2(]R). 
• (totally definite quaternion multiplication) F is a quaternion algebra 
over K and for every embedding a : K F R ~ H. 
2. K ^ KQ (complex mulUplicoMon)• Then K is a totally complex quadratic 
extension of KQ. Moreover for every embedding a : K ^ C, there exists an 
isomorphism (p : F ^a ^ — Md{C). 
But in this paper CM type will be reserved to CM type in the sense of number 
theory. 
Denote [F : K] = ( f , [K : Q] = e, [A'o ： Q] eo and rank7VS'(X) = p. Then 
we have some restrictions for these values. 
Conversely, for every pair (F, ') we can construct families of polarized abelian 
varieties (X, H) such that F ^ Eiid°(X). These are called Shimura varieties. 
For a general member (X, H, i) of the Shimura variety associated to (F, '，p), 
we have End°(X) = L{F) except in the following cases: 
1. (F, ',p) is of totally definite quaternion type and m < 2. 
2. (F, is of complex multiplication type and J]二i t^s" = 0. 
3. (F, ',p) is of complex multiplication type and r" = s" = 1 for z/ = 1，...，e�. 
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1.2 Jacobians of Some Families of Curves 
Let g : Z S he the following families of curves defined over C 
/ = x{x - 1)(.T - A i ) ( . t - A S ) , = 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 8 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 2 , 1 8 
/ = 4 7 : - l ) ( _ r — Ai)(.T-A2)(:r-A3),c? = 3，4，M,12 
For simplicity, we will use /i to denote the maximal index of A. 
Let g : Z S be the families as above, the Galois group G = l^jd acts 
fibrewise by automorphisms on the families g .. Z — S. We consider the induced 
families g : J a c ( Z / 5 ) S of Jacobians. Let ^ = e^^，then Z ^ /(力 + .. . + 1) 
acts on Jac(Z/5) — S via the action of ^ on g : Z S. 
Claim 1.2.1 The ring Z[力]/(力"—1 + . • . + 1) acts as a subring of the (mdom.orphism, 
ring of Jac(Z/S) —> S. 
In the proof of this claim, we have got the eigenspaces decomposition of 
rf-i 
H � Z s , - {0,1, oo, Ai，...，A^ }, L^) , 
7: 二 1 
where H^(L^i) is the subspace of C) on wliicli a acts by f . 
The intersection form <, > on the Q-variation of Hodge structures 
is defined by taking cup product of l-fonnes along the fibres oi g : Z S. 
Claim 1.2.2 For I G Z[f]/{f'-'^ + . . . + 1) and for all u,v € R^g*Qjac{z) |so = 
H\g-^{so),Q) one has < lu,v >=< u'lv >. 
The Kodaira-Spencer map oi g \ Z > S is 
Kod ： Qs 一 R^g.Qz/s-
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Claim 1.2.3 The Kodaira-Spencer map is injective. 
For a suitable choice of K, because of the above claim the family of Jacobians 
induces a generically finite morphism 
(T>-S —> kMC[GM). 
is dominant for the following families 
i / = .T(.7;- l)( .T-Ai) , t^-4,5,6,7,9 
/ = x ( x - 1 ) ( . T - A I ) ( . t - A 2 ) , c/ = 3 , 4 , 5 
y3 = x { x - 1 ) ( . T - A I ) ( . T - X2){x - A 3 ) ,  
if = x{x — 1 ) . . • _ A ^ ) , / / = 3 , 4 . 
Theorem 1.2.1 There are infinite many CM type points in the following families 
of Jacobians : 
if = . t ( .T-1)( .T-Ai) ,C/-4,5 ,6 ,7 ,9 
y(丨=x(x — 1 ) ( .T — A I ) ( . t — A2) , d = 
1/ = x { x - 1 ) ( . T - A I ) ( . T - A 2 ) ( . T - A 3 ) , C/ - 2 , 3 
1.3 Endomorphism Algebras of Jacobians of 
Curves 
In this section we will determine the endomorphism algebra of a general member 
of some families of Jacobians. 
Let f : C C he Si finite morphism between two smooth projective curves, 
we have 
Proposit ion 1.3.1 The homomorphism f* : J' J is not. injective if and only 
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if f factorizes via a cyclic etale covering f' of degree n> 2 : 
c —^ c 
f" f 
C" C" 
From the proof of the above proposition we can obtain 
Corollary 1.3.1 For any finite morphism f •. C 一 C' of smooth projective 
curves C and C there is a factorization 
C —^ C 
9 fe 
CE = CE 
with fe etale, kerf* = kerf*, and g* : J(Ce} — J injective. 
Now we discuss the endomorphism algebra of a general member of the families 
J a c ( Z / 5 ) . We have the following results. 
Claim 1.3.1 The general m,emher of Jacohians of the family ofy^ = :r(;r —l)(:r-
Ai) is simple, and the endomorphism algebra of the general m,em,her is Q(0，where 
^ is a primitive root of f^ — 1 = 0. 
Claim 1.3.2 The Jacohians of the family t/ = x{x - 1)(.t — Ai) is isogenous to 
Jac{y^ 二 ：r(.T - 1)(.t - Ai)) x El, where Ei is simple abelian variety of CM type of 
dimension 1. So the endomorphism algebra of the general member of this family 
7;5QeM2(Q(x/=l)). 
Claim 1.3.3 The Jacohians of the family i/ 二 .7：(a: — 1)(.t 一 Ai) is isogenous to 
Jac(y‘2 = x{x — 1)(.T - Ai)) x E f , where Ei is a simple abdian variety of CM type 
of dimemsion 1 with endom.orphism. algebra Q(0； where ^ is a primitive root of 
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Claim 1.3.4 The general member of Jacobians of the family y^ = .T(.T — 1)(.T —  
A I ) ( . T —入 2 ) simple, and the endomorphism algebra of the general m,ember is 
Q(^), where ^ is a primitive root of t^ — 1 = 0. 
Claim 1.3.5 The family of Jacobians of the normalizaUon ofy^ = — 1)(.t — 
Ai) is isomorphic to a product of family of elliptic curves the endomorphism, 
algebra of a general member of Si is Q. 
Claim 1.3.6 The Jacobians of the family y^ = x(x - 1 ) ( . T — A I ) ( . T —入2) is isoge-
nous to Jac{i/ = x[x — 1 ) ( . T — A I ) ) x Jac(^/ = x(x - 1)(.7： - A I ) ( . T — A 2 ) ) x (^；丄尸， 
where Ei is a simple ahelian variety of CM type of dimension 1. 
Claim 1.3.7 The general m,ember of Jacobians of the family y^ = x(x — 1)(.T —  
X^)(^x-X2){x—Xs) is simple, and the endomorphism algebra of the general member 
is Q. 
Claim 1.3.8 The general member of the family 1/ = x[x — 1 ) ( . T — A I ) ( . T - A 2 ) ( . T -
A3) is simple, and the endom,orphism, algebra of the general member is Q(0； where 
^ is a primitive root 0/ ^^  — 1 = 0. 
Chapter 2 
Families of Abelian Varieties 
111 this chapter we will discuss abelian varieties and endomorphisms of abelian 
varieties and Shimnra varieties. Here we follow [9 . 
2.1 Abelian Varieties 
All abelian variety X is a complete algebraic variety over k with a group law 
m. : X X X X such that m and the inverse map are both morphism of 
varieties. We will only consider abelian varieties over C, then the underlying-
complex analytic space of an abelian variety is a compact complex analytic group, 
hence it is a compact complex torus. Then X 二 CVA is a complex torus (here A 
is a lattice, i.e. a discrete subgroup of maximal rank). So by definition an abelian 
variety over C is a complex torus admitting a positive definite line bundle. 
Denote Hom(X，Y) the group of homomorphisms from X to Y , Eiid(X) the. 
endomorphism ring of X, and End� (X) = Eiid(X) 02 Q. 
Let X = V/A be a complex torus of dimension g. Choose a basis e i , . . . , e^  
of V and Ai , . . . , A2g of A and let IT be the corresponding period matrix. With 
respect to these bases we have 
X - c " n z 2 没 
11 
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Theorem 2.1.1 X is an abelian variety if and only if there is a nondegenerate 
alternating m.atrix A G M2g(Z) such that i) UA'^U = 0，ii) inA—ifl > 0. 
These conditions are called Riemann Relations. In fact A is the matrix of the 
alternating form defining the polarization. Denote the alternating form by E on 
A, E can be extended to A (g) R = C". Define H : C^ x a ^ C by 
H{u, v) = E{iu, v) + iE(u, v) 
Then the condition i) is equivalent to H is Hermitiari, and ii) is equivalent to H 
is positive definite. 
If X is an abelian variety, then End°(X) is a finite dimension Q-algebra, any 
polarization L induces the Rosati-invohition / — / on End°(X). It is the adjoint, 
operator with respect to the hermitian form H = Ci(L). 
Theorem 2.1.2 {f,g) — Trr{f'g) is a positive definite symmetric bilinear form 
on the Q-vector space En(f{X). 
We say X is simple if X has no abelian subvariety other than 0 and itself. 
_ For any abelian variety, we have the following rediicibility theorem. 
Theorem 2.1.3 (Poincare's Complete Reducibility Theorem) Given an 
abelian variety X, there is an isogeny 
X — X …X X；'-
with simple abelian varieties Xy not isogenous to each other. Moreover the abehan 
varieties X^y and the integers n^ are uniquely determined up to isogenous and 
perm,utations. 
Corollary 2.1.1 EnS{X) is a semi-simple Q-algebra. To he more precise: if 
X — X ^ ^ X . . . X X^"' is isogeny as in the previous theorem, then 
En(f(X) ~ M„i(Fi) e ... © MnAFr), 
where Fy = En(f[Xi,) are skew fields of finite dimension over Q. 
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2.2 The Endomorphism Algebra of A Simple 
Abelian Varieties 
For a simple abelian variety X，the endomorphism algebra of X is a skew field F 
together with a positive involution the Rosati involution. 
Denote (F, ') a skew field of finite dimension over Q with positive anti-
involution X I—> x'. The anti-involution x x' restricts to an involution on 
the center K of F, whose fixed field we denote by KQ. 
Lemma 2.2.1 Kq is a totally real number field, i.e. every embedding Kq ^ C 
factorizes via M. 
We have the following theorem about a simple abelian variety. 
Theorem 2.2.1 For pair (F, ') as before, F is a skew field of finite dimension 
over Q and ‘ positive anti-involution, K is the center of F, Kq is the fixed field 
of K with respect to '. Then we have the following cases: 
1) K 二 Kq (the first kind). Then K is a totally real number field and one of 
the following cases holds. 
a) (real multiplication) F = K and x' = x for all x G F. 
h) (totally indefinite quaternion multiplication) F is a quaternion algebra over 
K and for every embedding a \ K 
Moreover there is an dement, a e F with a^ G K totally negative such that the 
anti-involution x t—x' is given by x' = a'^xa. 
c) (totally definite quaternion m.ultiplication) F is a totally definite quaternion 
algebra over K. This means F is a quaternion algebra over K and for every 
embedding a : K R 
F (g)^  R ~ M. 
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Moreover the anti-involution x h X' is given by x' = x. 
2) K ^ Kq (the second kind). Then K is a totally complex quadratic extension 
of KO, KQ is a totally real number field. Moreover for every em,bedding a : K ^ C, 
there exists an isomorphism 
such that extends via cp to the canonical anti-involution 
X' = 'X 
on Md{C). 
Any other positive anti-involution on F is of the form, 
X H-> ax'o~^ 
with a € F, a! = a and such that ip{a (g) 1) is a positive definite hermitian matrix 
in Md(C) for every embedding a : K C. 
The last case is called the complex multiplication (CM) type in [9], in this 
paper we will call this the general CM type, the name CM type will be reserved 
to CM type in the sense of number theory. 
Denote 
F : = [/( : Q] = e, [i^o : Q] = eo and mnkNS(X) =： p. 
Then 
Proposit ion 2.2.1 We have the following restrictions for these values: 
1) F = En(f(X) is a totally real number field, then d = 1, Cq = e, p = e, e \ g; 
2) F = En(f{X) is totally indefinite quaternion algebra, then d = 2, cq = 
e , p = 3e，2e | g; 
S) F = En(f{X) is totally definite quaternion algebra, then d = 2’ e �= e , " = 
e, 2e I g; 
4) (F, ') is of the second kind, them e�==去e," = e^d^.e^d? | g. 
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2.3 Family of Abelian Varieties and Shimura 
Varieties 
Now we consider the converse question: which of such pair (F, ') actually oc-
cur as the endomorphism algebra of a polarized abelian variety? To be more 
precise, for every pair (F, ') we construct families of polarized abelian varieties 
{X,H) together with an endomorphism structure. Roughly speaking, there is an 
embedding F ^ End°(X). 
First we will give some definitions. 
A polarized abelian variety with endomorphism structure (/, ',/?) is by def-
inition a triplet {X, H, i) with an abelian variety X = C"/A, a positive defi-
nite hermitian form H on C^ defining a polarization on X and an embedding 
L : F End°(X) C Mg{C) (here we consider End°(X) as a snbspace of Mg{C) 
via the analytic representation) such that 
a) L and p are equivalent representation, and 
b) the Rosati involution on End°(X) with respect to H extends the anti-
involution ‘on F via l. 
An isomorphism f : [X, H J) — (X, H, l) is by definition an isomorphism of 
of polarized abelian varieties f : (X, H) — {X, H) such that the diagram 
X — ^ X 
r.{o.) • ) 
X — ^ X 
commutes foe all a G F. 
The representation 厂：F — Mg(C) cannot be arbitrary in order to ensure 
the existence of a polarized abelian variety of type (F, ',")• In fact we have the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3.1 Let cri,..., cTg denote the irreducible C-representations of F®qC. 
For any rational representation ip : F ^ M2g(C) there is an integer m > 1 such 
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that 
e ^ (g) /c ~ my^ oy 
U=1 
We will construct families of polarized abelian varieties to each type endo-
morphism structure. 
2.3.1 Real Multiplication 
First we will consider the abelian varieties with real multiplication. Let F be 
a totally real number field of degree e over Q. We say that an abelian variety 
X admits real multiplication by F, if there is an embedding F ^ End°(X). 
Proposition 2.2.1 gives 
g = em 
for some integer m > 1. The e different embeddings F ^ R determine an 
isomorphism of F (S>qR with R®. Identifying both sides, we may write any a e 
F 0 0 M in the form 
f o A 
A 二 ； 
V^'V 
Similarly we write the elements of (F (g)Q 爪.-爪)e = rSp as 
/ 1 \ / . \ il 0,1 
a = ： with a ' ' = •： e 爪 for 1 < < e. 
I \ "'2777, / 
Define a representation p •• F 一 Mg(C) by 
p(a) = diag{a%n,...,以已 ® Hm) = diag(a\ .. . , a^ ) (g) E^ ,. 
Obviously every representation F — Mg{C), satisfying the conditions of 
lemma 2.3.1, is equivalent to p. So it suffices to consider the representation 
P-
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For any Z G S)^,, where is the e-fold product of the Siegel upper half space, 
we will construct, a polarized abelian variety {Xz, Hz, iz) with endomorphism 
structure (F,idF,/?)： fix a free Z-submodiile M of 产 of rank 2g = 2em such 
that � 
/ / 0 E \ \ 
tiF/Q Qi 0 G 
V \ 0 乂 乂 
for all a.beMC (F®^R)2爪 For every Z = € ST饥 define a map 
Jz ： (F (g)Q 股)2"^. 二 — C,辽 H diag((Z\E^,),..., (Ze, 
Hence Jz{M) is a lattice in C^ and the quotient 
Xz := C'lJz{M) 
is a complex torus. Define a hermit,ian form Hz on C^ by 
Hz{x, y) =t .Tdiag(ImZ\ . . .， ImZ'y^y. 
By definition Hz is a positive definite hermitian form on C". Moreover Hz defines 
a polarization on Xz-
Finally we have p{a)Jz{b) = Jz{n. • b) for all a G F and 6 G 产.Since 
X (g) Q = F2爪’ this yields p(na)Jz(M) Q Jz(M) for some integer n > 0, and 
we obtain 
p{F) C End°(Xz). 
Set iz = P and by an immediate matrix computation shows that 
for all .T, y eC^ and a e F and the Rosati involution is the adjoint operator for 
H, so the Rosati involution restricts to identity on F. Combining everything we 
get 
Propos i t ion 2.3.1 For every Z G the triplet {Xz,Hz,iz) is a polarized 
abelian variety with endomorphism, structure (F, i d f , l). 
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The action of Sp2„j (脱）on Sj^. induces an action of the group 
e 
i=l 
on Sj^: forZ = (Z\..., G and M={M\..., M ” € G define 
( ( r \ � 
with = (a"Z" + /?")(7"Z"(5")-i’ where M" = with {m x m)-
\ 7 0 y 
matrices a",々 "，7" and And define the subgroup G(M) of G by 
G(M) 二 { M e G 丨 diagf A//1，... /' M”M CTW}. 
Propos i t ion 2.3.2 Let Z and Z' he two points in S^;. The polarized ahelian 
varieties {Xz>, Hz', iz') and {Xz,Hz,iz) with endow.orphism. structure (F,'，") 
are isomorphic if and only if there is an M G G{M) such that Z' = M{Z). 
The group G{M) is discrete in G, since is a lattice in some real vector 
space on which G acts. 
Propos i t ion 2.3.3 Any discrete subgroup G C 办2g(股)acts properly and dis-
continuously on 9)g. 
So the group acts properly and discontinuously on Hence by the following 
theorem the quotient 
MM) ：= S)l/GiM) 
is a normal complex analytic space. We call it the moduli space of polar-
ized ahelian varieties with endomorphism structure (F, '，/?) associated to the 
F-module M . 
T h e o r e m 2.3.1 Suppose A! is a complex analytic space and G is a group, acting 
properly and discontinuously on X. The quotient XjG is also a com.plex analytic 
space. Moreover, if X is normal, so is XjG. 
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And we can computer the dimension 
dim^(M) = = ^m—, + 1). 
Propos i t ion 2.3.4 Every polarized abelian variety (X, H, i) of dimension g with 
emdomorphism, structure (F, idp^p) is contained in some moduli space A{M) as 
above. 
2.3.2 Totally Indefinite Quaternion Multiplication 
Then we consider the abelian varieties with totally indefinite quaternion mul-
tiplication. Let F be a totally indefinite quaternion skew field over a totally 
real number field K with : 二 e. We say that an abelian variety X ad-
mits totally indefinite quaternion multiplication by F, if there is an embedding 
F ^ EiidO(X). Proposition 2.2.1 gives 
g — 2 6777 
for some integer m > 1. The e different embeddings F ^ R determine iso-
morphisms of F (8)Q M with M s W , and (F 0q R)'" with A/2(R)E爪.Identifying 
})otli sides, we may assume that 丨 extends to matrix transposition on every factor 
M2(IR). 
Define 
�：（i^  (8)q R r = for V a = .. 
where 
and 
V Khl K)22 / 
define 
~ / / — 1 g \ a a = [a , . . . ,a j, 
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where 
( � 11� 
V ⑷ 22 ] 
and (KU 
(oHjk =：仏 e『 
\ / 
Define a representation p : F 一 Mg〔C) by 
p{o,) = . . . ’ a^ (g) I[爪.) 
Obviously every representation F > Mg(C) satisfying the conditions of 
lemma 2.3.1, is equivalent to p. 
For a pair (M,T), where X is a free Z-submodiile of F讯 of rank 2g = 4em 
and T is a nondegenerate (m x m)-matrix over F with 力T' = 一T (here t means 
transposition of the (m x ?n)-matrix, ‘ means transposition of the entrice on T), 
such that 
tTF/qCgry) e z 
for all a,be M C F讯.It is easy to see that such pair {M,T) exist. 
Via the embedding F ^ F (R) = we may consider T as an 
element of Mm.{M2{R)Y and we write T in the form (T!,….,T” with T" G 
M^,(M2(M)) = M2m(IK.). T is nondegenerate on F, so T" are nondegenerate, and 
t.T' = - T , so T" are alternating matrices. 
Define P = (lU (S) ei，..., Hm (S) e^：) 6 M—(C), where e i , . . •, e" denotes the 
standard basis of C"，then 
�： M 爪 — M,{Mrn{C)) by T H f = W T P 
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is an isomorphism of C-algebras. 
Applying the isomorphism ~ : Af饥(M2(R)) 一 M2(M爪,(]R))，we obtain nonde-
generate alternating matrices 
亍"e M2(M^,W) 二 
Hence there exist matrices W G GL2m (股)such that 
� . f 0 Im \ 
T" = w 
[ - I m 0 y 
for = 1 , . . . , e. 
For any Z = (Z\ ..., Z^) G define a R-vector space homomorphism 
Jz ： — i^2em = (^g 
by the matrix 
((Z"，IU)H^" 0 \ 
d iag f J l , . . . , Jz), where JJ 二 
人)『乂 
Columns of the defining matrix are linearly independent over R, so Jz is an 
isomorphism. Hence Jz{M~) is a lattice in C". (M~ means consider an element 
ae M as a.) The quotient 
Xz :=C'/Jz{M~) 
is a complex torus. Moreover, define a hermitian form Hz on C^ by 
I \ -1 ImZ^ 0 
Hz{x, y) =�diag(i/i, ’ 丑e)仏 where�= 
乂 0 ImZ^ 
By definition Hz is a positive definite hermitian form on C沒，and by the following 
lemma, Hz defines a polarization on Xz-
Lemma 2.3.2 For all a,be {F R 广 
ImBz(Jz{a),Jz{b)) = trF^^R/RCaTI/) 
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Finally, we can check p{F) C 
Set Lz = p, we have 
Proposition 2.3.5 Choose (M,T). For every Z G 乃;，the triplet (Xz^Hz^lz) 
is a polarized abelian variety with endomorphism structure (F, 
2.3.3 Totally Definite Quaternion Multiplication 
Then we consider the abelian varieties with totally definite quaternion multipli-
cation. Let (F, ')，where F is a totally definite quaternion skew field over a 
totally real number field K with [K : Q] = e. We say that an abelian variety X 
admits totally definite quaternion multiplication by F, if there is an embedding 
F ^ End°(X). Proposition 2.2.1 gives 
g = 2 em 
for some integer m > 1. The e different embeddings K ^ R determine isomor-
phisms of F (8)q R with 肥. 
Consider IHI as a subalgebra of A'hiC) via the represent 
/ ^ \ 
M 二 C e j . C —M2(C)，a + . ) 
So we have 
We may assume ‘ extends to x ' = o n every factor A似C) and we identify the el-
ements of F(8)qR (respectively (F(8)qR)爪)with their image in M2(C)e (respectively 
iV/2((C)e爪).Moreover we use the isomorphism 
> hya^ a 
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as above. 
Define a representation p : F — Mg{C) by 
p(n) = diag(ai (g) I^ , , . . . , a® (g) C ) . 
Obviously every representation F 一 Mg(C) satisfying the conditions of lemma 
2.3.1, is equivalent to p. 
Let 
Tim ••= {Z e JVUC) I、Z = —Z，IL — ^ZZ > 0} 
Fix a pair where X is a free Z-submodule of F饥 of rank 2g = 4em 
and T is a iiondegenerate (???, x m)-mat,rix over F with 二 一T, such that 
(鄉 ) e Z 
for all a, 6 € C F爪.It is easy to see that such pair {M,T) exist. 
Consider M^{F) as a subspace of F (g)Q R = C M饥(M2(C)”，then 
T is of the form . . . with nondegenerate matrices T" contained in the 
image of the map iV/饥(M) M爪(M2(C)). = _T, so T" is skew-hermitian 
for ly = 1,. •.，e. Since any nondegenerate skew-liermitian matrix in Mrr,.(M) is 
equivalent to iE ,^ over E. ([13]) and zIH maps to 
( i 0 \ 
E 爪.(8) = diag(z, . . . , z, - i ) in M•爪(M2(C)), 
\ 卜 ” 
so there are nonsingular matrices VV"" in the image of M„,,(H) — M^.(M2(C)), 
such that 
/ ( i 0 \ \  
\ 
f o r ly = 1，...，e. 
Applying the isomorphism�：M^.(M2(C)) — M2(M^.(C)) as in indefinite 
quaternion case, we have 
/ ~ / � � \ 
T" 二 l i and W" = 
V ?22 / V —旧1 旧2 / 
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with 7；!；,GM ,^(C). 
For any Z = (Z^ . . . e H^ , define a R-vector space homomorphism 
Jz ： 4 C^ew. 二 (^g 
by the matrix 
1 [(义 “ 0 \ 
diae( J 7 , . . . , JJ), where Jy = � 
with respect to the standard basis. 
Lemma 2.3.3 Jz restricted to the subspace ((F (g)Q IR)爪 J" 0 / 爪 is an isomor-
phism of '^-vector spaces. 
Hence Jz{M~) is a lattice in C沒，and the quotient 
is a complex torus. Moreover, define a hermitian form Hz on C没 by 
Hz{x, y) = 2�diag•(丑1,..., 
where 
『二 ( （ I m - 巧 0 、 
二 \ 0 (I爪 
By definition Hz is a positive definite hermitian form on CX and by the following-
lemma, Hz defines a polarization on Xz-
Lemma 2.3.4 For all a,be {F (g)Q R 广 
ImHz(Jz{a).Jz{b)) = frF^^M/RC'aTl/) 
and for all a,b G M, =力r>/Q(�T&') G Z 
Filially, we can check p{F) C 
Set Lz = f), we have 
Proposi t ion 2.3.6 Choose (M,T), for every Z e the triplet [Xz,Hz,lz) 
is a polarized abelian variety with fmdo'morphism structure (F, p). 
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2.3.4 Complex Multiplication 
Then we consider the abelian varieties with complex multiplication. Let ( F , ' ) , 
where F is a skew field of degree cP over its center K, K is a, totally complex 
quadratic extension of a totally real number field KO with [KQ : Q] = eo, ‘ is a 
positive involution which can be extending to complex conjugation on K. We 
say that an abelian variety X admits complex multiplication by F, if there is an 
embedding F ^ End°(X) as above. Proposition 2.2.1 gives 
g — d?eom. 
for some integer m > 1. 
Choose an isomorphism of Kq^qR with and extend it to isomorphisms of 
F<S>qR with Md{CY\ and (F R)爪 with Afd(C”饥.We identify the elements 
of F (g)Q R (respectively (F (8)q R)爪)with their images in M"r/(C)印(respectively 
Mr,(C广). 
We may assume the anti-involution ‘ extends to x' 二力 x on every factor Md{C). 
Define an R-linear embedding 
/ -1 \ a 
/ -1 \ 
~ ： 爪.一 爪.by a = : H I： 二 ; 
V � 0 丞e� 
U "； 
Denote 二 o �：(F (8)q R)饥 二 Mrf(C”_. — — c^ cPeom ^y ~ for abbre-
viation. 
Fix integers n , Si, • . . , r^ o Seo > 0, satisfying r" + s" = dm for " = 1 , . . . ’ e � . 
Define a representation p : F Mg{C) by 
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By TV + Sjy = dm, we can see that p satisfies the lemma 2.3.1, and every represen-
tation F — Mg{C) satisfying lemma 2.3.1 is equivalent to this for some integers 
rv，Sjy as above. 
Denote 
nr,s ••= {Z G M(r X s, C) I I , �Z Z > 0} 
In case rs = 0, let Hr’s be the space consisting of a simple point, which we denote 
by 0. 
For a pair ( X , T ) , where is a free Z-siibmodule of F饥 of rank 2g 二 
2(feoni. and T is a nondegenerate matrix in M"m(F) with = —T and signature 
((ri, si)，(reo,SeJ) such that 
tTF/qCory) G z 
for all a, 6 G A^. Here signature of T means: Consider 
M,n{F) as a subspace of M^,(F(g)QR) = ，the matrices T is of the 
form with nondegenerate matrices T" G M饥(Md(C)) = M—(C、. 
Moreover�T' = -T means T" is skew-hermit,ian as an element of define 
T with signature of ( (n, Si),…’(厂。。,sj) if T" are of signature (rv, s^) for v = 
1 , . . . , eo- It is easy to see that such pair {M,T) exist. 
T" are nondegenerate skew-hermitian with signature (rv, s"), then there exist 
matrices W^ e GL—(C) such that 
~ . ( 0 \ —y 
\ o -^Hs. / 
f o r a n y " = 1，...，eo. 
For any Z 二 G T^n.si x . •. x 只丫^。〜define a C-vector space 
honiomorpliism 
Jz ： (^d^eow. = 
by the matrix 
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where 
/ I … e z ^ U v r 0 \ 
J 7 — 
\ 0 h^iir^.znw ； 
with respect to the standard basis. 
Lemma 2.3.5 Jz restricts to the suhspace ((F^qM)""') o/C?沪印爪 is an isom,or-
phism of R-vector spaces. 
Hence Jz{M~) is a lattice in C^, and the quotient 
Xz- a/Jz(M~~) 
is a complex torus. Moreover, define a hermitian form Hz on C" by 
Hz{x, y) = 2、diag(/fi,...，丑印),)， 
where 
『二 ( 0 
— \ 0 H ^ I K - ^ ' C ^ N ) - ' 
By definition Hz is a positive definite hermitian form on C没，and by the following-
lemma, Hz defines a polarization on Xz-
Lemma 2.3.6 For all a,be {F ^ q 股)爪 
Im,Hz(Jz(l), Jzii)) 二 力印®q]r/r(、了I/) 
Finally we can check for all a e F,b e {F (g)^ 脱广，we have 
P(a)Mi} 二 .h 
Since M <S) Q = F"^' for any a G F, there is an n > 0 such that p{na)Jz{M ) C 
J z ( M ) , so we have p(F) C End°(Xz). 
Set, Lz = p, we have 
Proposition 2.3.7 Fix ((n, Si),..，(r^ e。，Se。))，choose (M,T), for every Z G 
X . . . X H�seQ the triplet {Xz,Hz,iz) a polarized abelian variety with 
endomorphism. structure (F, p). 
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2.3.5 Shimura Varieties 
Now we will consider the moduli of the last three cases. 
Let (F, p) be a type of an endomorphism structure and [M,T) a pair as in 
the last three cases respectively. Let 
S^ jyj X . . . X S)rn. for the totally indefinite multiplication type 
H = I Tim X . . . X Hm for the totally definite multiplication type 
Hri’si X . . . X Hre^seo for the complex multiplication type 
and 
/ 
S p 2爪X . . . X Sp2爪(IR) for the totally indefinite multiplication type 
G = < Dm，m X . . . X Um^ rn. for the totally definite multiplication type 
Ur、，si X . . . x U�,seQ for the complex multiplication type 
Where 
r / . \ / J Q \ _ 
£L，m = I M = G MUC) I t'M ” M 
[ ^ J 乂 0 乂 
」]U 0 \ 1 
\ 0 - l u y ‘ 
and 
‘ 子 / Hr 0 ] — / Hr 0 ] 1 
Ur、s = Mr+s(C) I t'M M = 
I � 0 — I s / ” - I s / J 
The actions of Sp2爪(股)on 川.,of on Km, and of Ur— on K r — 
V = l , . . . , e o , induce an action of G on H: For Z = (Zi，...,Zeo) G U and 
M = define 
with 
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(a" 
where M" = with (m x m)-matrices a"，/?"’7" and for the first 
tow types and an (rv x rv)-matrix a" and an (si, x s,�-matrix for the last type. 
Define 
G{M,T) = {M= (A/i’...，Me。）6 G 
One can prove 
Proposi t ion 2.3.8 Let Z and Z' be two points of H. The polarized abelian 
varieties [Xz>, Hz>, iz') and [Xz,Hz,iz) with endomorphism structure (F,'’") 
are isomorphic if and only if there is an M € G(A4,T) such that Z' — M{Z). 
The normal complex spaces 
A{M,T) = n/G{M,T) 
are moduli spaces of polarized abelian varieties with endomorphism structure 
(F, ',p) associated to the pair (M,T). We call these spaces Shimura varieties. 
2.4 The Endomorphism Algebra of A General 
Member 
Let A(M,T) be the moduli spaces of polarized abelian varieties with (F,'，") 
associated to {M,T). We have the following theorem about the endomorphism 
algebra of a general member (X, H, /,). (Here a general member means a member 
of A{M,T) outside an union of countably many proper analytic subspaces, which 
can be given explicitly.) 
Theorem 2.4.1 For a general member (X, H, i) of the space A{M, T) associated 
to (F, '，/))，we have 
En(f{X) = l{F) 
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except in the following cases: 
a) (F, p) is of totally definite quaternion type and m. < 2. 
h) (F, p) is of complex multiplication type and ^^^^ = 
c) (F, p) is of com.plea: multiplication type and r^ = = 1 for y — 1 , . . . , e � . 
For matrices W , v = 1,…，eo, associated to T as above. In case of totally 
real multiplication let, W 二 一！！之饥 for all v. For a matrix R G M2m{F) in totally 
real multiplication case, respectively Mm{F) otherwise with ^R'M C M, define 
〜 〜 
\ 7 0 j 
for all V. Then the equation 
defines an analytic siibspace of the space S^ m for the first tow type, Tim for the 
third type and Hr^^s^ for the last type respectively, which we denote by (印• 
Proposi t ion 2.4.1 If R is not an element of the center of M2m(F) respectively 
Afm(F)，then for every u the set S^iR) is a proper analytic suhspace of or 
Hr…w respectively, except in case a), b) of theorem. 2.4-1-
Proposi t ion 2.4.2 If Z e H - S, then iz{K) is the centralizer of iz{F) in 
En(f(Xz). 
Proposi t ion 2.4.3 Let {X, Hx, ^x) a polarized ahelian variety with (F,'，"). 
If LX{K) is the centralizer of LX{F) in EnS{X), then 
En(f{X) 二 Lx 
except in the case c) of theorem. 2.1^.1. 
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So for a general member (X, H, L) G A{M, T) = N/G{M,T) besides a), b), c) 
of theorem 2.4.1, means 3Z ^ (X, H, L) [Z uniquely determined by an action of 
M G G{M,T)) and Z E H - S , {S is an union of countably many proper analytic 
siibspaces by proposition 2.4.1) so by proposition 2.4.2 is the centralizer 
of tz{F) in End°(Xz), then by proposition 2.4.3 End�(X) = LX(F). 
This is the theorem 2.4.1. 
Chapter 3 
Jacohians of Some Families of 
Curves 
We will consider the families of curves arising in [4 . 
3.1 Some Families of Curves 
Let / : X ^ S be universal families of A^  > 4 points in and let g .. Z 一 
S he. the families of the d-th cyclic covers of pi ramified on x. According to 
the classification of all possibilities of fis in [4], we would consider the following 
families of curves defined over C. 
？/ = rr(;r_l)(rr_Ai),c/�4 
/ 二 x { x - l ) ( x - A I ) ( . T - A 2 ) , C/ = 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 8 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 2 , 1 8 
/ = x{x - 1)(.7： - AI)(.T - A2)(.T - A 3 ) , d = 3A： 6 , 8 , 1 2 
= rr(,r-l)(:r-Ai)...(:r-Aiv—3)，A^ = 7，8. 
For simplicity, we will use /i 二 iV - 3 > 1 to denote the maximal index of A. 
Let g : Z S be the families as above, the Galois group G ^ Z/d acts 
fihrewise by automorphisms on the families g \ Z S. We consider the induced 
32 
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families g : Jac(Z/5) —> 5 of Jacohians. Let ^ = e ^ ^ " , then Z [ f ] / - { - . . . + 1) 
acts on Jac(Z/5) —> S via the action of ^ on g : Z S. 
Claim 3.1.1 The ring .. . + 1) acts as a suhring of the endow.orphism. 
ring of Jac{Z/S) —> S. 
Proof. We only need check at any s G 5, i + . •. + 1) acts as a subring 
of the endomorphism algebra of Jac(Zs). 
Let, TT : Zs — pi be the cyclic cover of degree d ramified on /i + 3 points, and 
G = Ij/d be the Galois group acts hence acts (by transport of structure) on 
7r*C. Then TT induces 
TT |z3-7r-i({0,l,oo,Ai,...,A^})： ^s |Zs-7r-i({0’l’oo’Ai’.. 入,})^ ^^ — {•,丄，�’入1’ . . •， 
we still denote as TT, which is a etale map. 
Because oo is in the branch locus, this means that the function field C{Zs) 
of Zs is a subextension of the extension C{¥^){{z — sfJe{{0,i,oo,Xi,...M)-{oo}) of 
C{z) = C(pi). At a point z e {0,1’ 00，Ai,.. ’ A^J, the representation of G on 
(7r*C)_j = is a regular representation of G. For each character x of 
G, let L^ be the subsheaf of 7r*C on which G acts by x. One has 
7r*C — Q L^ 
X 
and Lx is a rank on local system on pi — {0,1, 00, Ai,...,入,J. 
7T 
111 fact, if let a e G he the generator corresponding to 4 = e d , then 
X can be identified with C = (x ： G' C* is uniquely determined by 
cr H-)- so Ly. is the local system with monodromy where a^ 二 e ^ if 
lisT^ Tt{2d-{n+2)) 
"二 0’l,Ai,..•，》"and = e d ，which we will denote as L… 
So we have 
H \ Z s X ) = i/i(ipi —{0,l,oo’Ai,...，A"}，(7rs)*C) 
d-\ 
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(•.. - {0’ 1’ 00’ Ai,..., 兰丑 i(pi，C) = 0) 
and G acts on — {0，1, oo, Ai,.. • ’ A^}, L^i) by 
Use the notation in [4] section 2.5. Take a partition of {0,1，oo，Ai,..., A^} 
by {0} |J{1, oo, Ai , . . . , A t^}, T a tree (a tree is a contractible CW complex of 
dimension < 1)，and embedding : T ^ mapping the set of vertices of T 
onto {1, oo, Ai , . . . , A^}. Because /i. > 1, we can take an open edge a e T such 
that 
lima �=1， l ima � =A i , 
and /,:(a) G By [4] proposition 2.5.1, /,:(a) • | a 0 in 丑 ^ 
//i(L(’)’ so li(n) • j3 \ n, (i = 1,... ,d - 1) is a subset of the basis of H\L八 
hence a subset of basis of C). 
Now assume ct\ (z 1 , . . . - 1) are linear dependent, then there exists 
a,:，(i = 1 , . . . , c/ - 1) such that YlIZi ^^^ 二 •，this means 
rf-l d-l 
Y . a,a\lj{a) •"丨 a) 二;^  a,C'Uo) • 丨 = 0 
7 = 1 7: = 1 




But + 0，so di = 0, for all i = l , . . . ’ ( i — 1，this means 
a\ {i = 1,.. - 1) are linear independent in the endomorphism algebra of 
Jac(Zs), so Z[o"] = + . . . + 1) is a subriiig of the endomorphism algebra 
of Jac(Zs). 
Remark: In the proof of this claim, we have got the eigenspaces decomposition 
of 
d-l 
(Z3, C ) g � ( p i - {0,1，00，Ai，...，A,}, L f ) , 
1=1 
where is the subspace of on which a acts by (Note all of 
the eigenvalues are z = 1 , . . . , 0? — 1.) 
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Corollary 3.1.1 Let C be the curve y"^ = . T " — 1, if {d, n) = 1 and d, n > 3，then 
Q ⑷ / ( 力 + ... + 1) (g)Q Q ⑷ / ( r — i + ... + 1 ) 4 EnS{Jac{C)) 
Proof. By the above claim we know Q�/(f^一i + . . . + 1) ^ End°(Jac(C)) and 
+ . . . + 1) — End°(Jac(C)). Let a and r denote the generators of 
Q[cr] ^  + . . . + 1) and Q[r] ^ + . . . +1) respectively, it is easy 
to see err = rcr, we only need show that {a^r^ | i = 1,... l,j = 1 , . . . , n — 1} 
are linear independent in End°(Jac(C)). In fact H^C,C) = i)(”-i) because 
(d, n) 二 1, and we can prove that the isomorphism (.t, y) !—>• (^.t, (y) has a 
decomposition 
(丑 i (pi - {0,1, oo，Ai,...，A 丄 Le) 
n//i(pi — {0,1,oo，Ai,...,A"},A：》）， 
where ^ and ( are the primitive roots of — 1 = 0 and — 1 = 0 respectively, 
and H 乂 L … ^ C. Let e,-,- G H \ C X ) be the basis of 
as before let EijO.ijaW^ 二 0, from ek^i 二 0, we have 
= 0， 
then we have the equations 
义,ije^c 外=0’ 
but 
det{e<%.,jMk,i) = x + 0, 
so a i j = 0 for alH = 1 , . . . , d - 1, j = 1 , . . . , n - 1. This means the result. 
Corollary 3.1.2 Let a act on the curve C : y^ 二 x{x'"- - 1) (where n > I and 
{d,n + 1) = 1) by a(.r, y) = (f".7:’(^ ")，where ^ is a primitive root o/力""-1 = 0. 
Then 
(知 1) + r(“2) + ... + 1) y EncP(Jac{C)). 
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Proof. As in the above corollary a acts on C has a decomposition as 
昨 , C ) 兰 0 if i(pi - {0，1,00，Ai，...，A^}, A-,-), 
where is a local system of dimension 1 with a acts on it by Just, as 
the above, we have 
+ + ... + 1) End°(JacC). 
The intersection form <，�on the Q-variation of Hodge structures 
is defined by taking cup product of 1-formes along the fibres of g : Z S. 
Claim 3.1.2 ([16]) Fori e and for all u,v G R^g*Qjac{z) |so 二 
Q) one has < lu, v�=< uj.v >. 
Proof. Let a be a generator of G = Z/n. Then 




the decomposition in eigenspaces, i.e. a{v) = for all v G K；. Then < 
Vi, Vj > = 0 for all with j n. On the other hand, for u eVi and v e Vn-h 
the equality a = implies that 
< au, V >= C < �=< u, f v >=< u, >=< > =< u,av > . 
Now we will use the notations of [3 . 
Fix a Ao = (Ai，o，…，A叫o) ^ S and consider the corresponding fibre of the 
family: 
Cxo ： / = x ( x - 1 ) ( . T - A I , O ) … . ( . T - 入一 . 
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We have the ring Z[a] = Z[力]/(力丄 + . . . + 1) acts on Jac(C\o). Let L = Q[a] ^ 
+ . . . + 1) (g) Q, then L is a semi-simple commutative algebra over Q, 
so L is the direct sum of fields over Q by the construction theorem of simple 
algebra over Q. Now L acts on 丑i(C\�’Q) via the automorphism of and 
< lu,v >=< ujv > for all / e L and all u,v G //i(CA。，Q). We are therefore in 
the situation of [3] 4.9. 
Let G C GLL{H^(CX^,Q)) be the algebraic group over Q defined by Deligne. 
The group G(Q) is the set of p € Q)) such that there is a ii{g) e Q* 
satisfying: 
< gu, gv >= ii(g) < u, V > Vu,?; G H\CXOM)-
Because H^(Cxo,Q) is the cohomology of an algebraic curve, it is equipped with 
a Hodge structure for which <，�i s a polarization. The elements of L act as 
Allelomorphisms of this Hodge structure. It follows that the map 
defining- this Hodge structure factors through GR. Therefore we have a map 
ho ： S —> G耿. 
As in [5], for some proper compact open subgroup K C G(A/) the quotient 
kMc (G , ho) is the moduli space of isomorphism classes of principally polarized 
abelian varieties, together with the given Z[力]/(力丄 + . . . + l)-actioii satisfying 
the property in the above claim and a level 1 structure. 
3.2 Kodaira-Spencer Map 
Let g : Z > S be the families stated at the beginning of this section, the 
Kodaira-Spencer map is 
Kod : 0 s 一 R'g.Oz/s-
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Claim 3.2.1 The Kodaira-Spencer map of all of the families g : Z ——S stated 
at the beginning of this chapter are injective besides the case for d = 4： and 11 — 2. 
(in fact, this degenerates to the case d = A and = 1) 
Proof. The case for // 二 1 and 3 f c/. 
Let g : Z ——> S be the universal family of the d-\h cyclic covers of pi ramified 
on four points in this is just the family of 
！/ = x{x — 1)(.T - AI), d>A,3\d 
Given a vector field ^ of 65 on some open set of 5, in order to compute the 
K o d ( ^ ) , we take the covers of Zx^  = by 
UiUU2 = Cx„ 
where Ui = C x . V H O , 1, Ai}, U2 = C x . V H ^ ^ ^ — 2(Ai + 1).T + AI = 0}. 
And take the coordinates y and x on Ui and U2 respectively. Then by defini-
tion 
d � ( d � ( d � dy d d\, d d 
X — .T^ d 
On the other hand 
and HO(Ui N "2, is generated by .7：饥"(3.丁2 — 2(Ai + 1).T + Ai)—'悬. 
Now we will consider the restrictions 011 the generators of ). 
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First we have the following divisors 
div(.T) = dpo - dpoo, 
divfe) = (po + +PAI) - 3poo, 
div(dr) = ( d - l)(po + Pi +PAi) - l)poo, 
div(办）=7r-^(Zero(3.T2 - 2(Ai + 1).t + Ai)) - 4poo, 
d iv (—) = - ( d - l)(po + Pi+pA:) + ( d + l)Poo, 
div(—) = —7r-i(Zero(3:r2-2(Ai + l):r + Ai)) + 4poo， 
oy 
wliere Po,Pi,P>n,Poo are the ramified points of the cyclic covering. Then 
- 2(Ai + l)x + e H'iUi n U2, 
m.d + 3n - Id < A. 
For - 2(Ai + 1).T + Ai)"^^ G H^(Ui 门[/之，Gc；,^ ), furthermore we have 
？�"(3：7：2 - 2(Ai + 1).T + Ai)-玄 G 昨 e c �) 
- / > 1 
x-YiSx^ - 2(Ai + l)x + Ai)-當 G 昨2, OcJ 
md + n > 0 and n > 0. 
In order to compute K o d ( ^ ) , we may assume / = 0，then all of the restric-
tions on 悬 are 
‘md + 377, < 4 x>、f*丨 e / / � ( " i n f/2, Bcx,) 
n < 0 otherwise 悬 G ) 
< 工”料M)悬 e because - / > 1 
�TS-(Ai:丄)广 Aio：悬="悬 e //0("2’ Gc,^) because md + n > 0 and n > 0 
Here n = 1 - d, so 0 < in < 3 by md - 3d < A (we may assume m > 0 after 
using the equation of the curve), and 
3 . T ^ - 2 ( A I + 1) .7 : + A I ) d — .T^ - ( A I + + A I . R d 二 ^ 
-1 dy dy 
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in n U2, ©c^i). Because m < 3, we have 
•T d = Ai(Ai + l) d 
‘ - ( 2 入卜 2 A I + 2 ) Y “ 巧 , 
and then 
上 、 = ^ = -Ai(Ai-l) d 
_ di/-^ dy _ 2d{Xl -Ai + dy 干. 
In fact the set 
r 1 d \ 
I y dy�ijdy''"' ？/-1 dy,..'f 
is a subset, of the basis of , Oc^j )• 
The case for // = 1 and 3 | d. Let d = Zk ioY k> 2. 
In this case we have the following divisors 
div(.T) = dpQ - k{poo + + p'^), 
div(y) = [Po +PAi) - {poo + P'oo + P'cJo)， 
div(ob) = (of - l)(po + Pi + PA J - {f^ - + l)(Poo + p'oo + 
dW{dij) = 7r-^(Zero(3.T2 - 2(Ai + l)x + Ai)) - + p'^ + p'^), 
Q cliv(—) = -{d- l)(po + Pi + PaJ + + l)boo -^  p'oo^ p'L)^ 
d i v ( ^ ) = -7r-i(Zero(3.T2 - 2(Ai + l).r + Ai)) + 2(poo + p'oo + dy 
where p。，Pi are the totally ramified points of the cyclic covering and Poo, p'oo^  P'L 
are the inverse image of 00 . 
In order to compute Kod(是)，we may assume / = 0 as above, then all of the 
restrictions on 爪2/"悬 are 
‘mk + n < 2 悬 G n "2，ec,^) 
n < 0 otherwise x'^if ^  G H灿,Qc,^) 
< 3 …(A工 1)柳悬 G _ u Q c �) because - / > 1 
� = y i e Gc,^ ) because md + n > 0 and n > 0 
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Here n = 1 — <i, so 0 < m < 3 by m.k + n < 2 because k>2, and 
3.t2 - 2(Ai + 1).T + Ai) d x^- (Ai + 1).t2 + Ai.t d ^ 二 — • 
dy yd-i dy 
ill H^{Ui n U2, 6caJ - Because m < 3, we have 
d = A I ( A I + l ) d 
‘ _ (2A2-2Ai + 2 V - I ^ 千 
and then 
K H f A ^ = ^ =—入 i (入 1 - 1 ) d 
�aAiJ 一 dyd-i ^ _ 2d{Xl -Ai + dy 千. 
The case for /z = 2 and 2 \ d, d > 3. 
Let, g : Z > S he. the universal family of the d-th cyclic covers of P^ ramified 
on five points in this is just the family of 
/ = x{x - 1)(.T — Ai)(.t - \2),d > 3 , 2 t d 
As l)efore we have the following divisors 
cliv(.T) = dpo — dpoo, 
d\y(y) = (po + Pi + Pm + PA2) — 4poo, 
cliv(d.T) 二（fi— l ) ( P � + Pl+P;^i+PA2)-(d+l)/^oo， 
div(rf'") = 7r-i(Zero(47:3-3(Ai + A2 + l):r2 + 2(AiA2 + Ai + ;\2)-T 
—A1A2)) — 5poc, 
Q 
cliv(—) 二 —(f /—l)( /?o+Pi+P;w+P;J + («^+l)Poo， 
div(—) = -7ri(Zero(47:3 — 3(Ai + /\2 + l).7:2 + 2(AiA2 + Ai + A2).r 
dy 
-A1A2)) + 5poo, 
where PQ:Pi,Px”PX2,Poo are the ramified points of the cyclic covering. 
Ill order to compute Kod(是）Kod(是)，for 長,we have as above 
md + 477. < 5 
I n < 0. 
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Take n = 1 — rf, so 0 < m < 4 by md + 4n < 5 because d>3, then 
— 3 ( A I + A2 + + 2 ( A i A 2 + A i + A 2 ) . t - A1A2 d 
父y-i dy 
— - (Ai + A2 + + (A1A2 + Ai + 入2).— - AiA2.t d _ 0 
_ yd-i dy 
in N U2, ©CAJ.AS)- Because m < 4, we have 
•T^ d _ A ( A I , A 2 ) . T + B ( A I , A 2 ) d 
where A, B, C are polynomials of Ai, A2 satisfying A + B C (obvious by com-
putation) and ^^悬,^^^悬 are linear independent. Then 
d x(x - 1)(.T — A2) d \2x[x — 1) 5 T?{x - 1) 5 
W ) = rf^ ^ = d y " ^ 一”d'l/-^ 
, 3 x{x — 1)(.T — Ai) d Xix{x — 1) d T?{x — l)d 
( 取 ) = di/-^ ^ 二 di/-^ ^ 办 
So the space spanned by 
(Kod(是) , K o d ( ^ ) > is the space 
_ xix - 1) 9 x f^.r - 1) 5 
C < — — — > 
办 rf-1 办’ dy(丨dy 
x{x — 1) d X - 1 d 
二 < di/-^ 瓦f 瓦 〉 
^ iC-A)x + Bd x - l d — c < - - > 
办rf-l Qy' dyd-l Qy 
Because A-\-B ^ C, the dimension of this space is two, so the Kodaira-Spencer 
map is injective. 
The case for // 二 2 and 2\d, d>?>. This time we only need consider the case 
d = S, because other cases factorize through coverings of odd degree. As before 
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we have the following divisors 
ciiv(.T) = 8po-2(Poc + P ' o c + : ? 4 + 0， 
div(^) - (po + Pi + PAi +PX2) - (Poo + P'oo + P'L + ， 
dividx) = 7{po + Pi + Pxi +PX2)- HPOO + p'oo + iL + lO, 
diY{dy) = 7r-i(Zero(4.7;3-3(Ai + A2 + l):r2 + 2(AiA2 + Ai + A2):r 
-A1A2)) - 2(poo + P'oo + TP'L + P二， 
d iv (—) = -7(po + P 1 + PA, +Pm ) + 3(Poo + P'oo + P'L + L O , 
div(尽）=—7r-i(Zero(4:r3-3(Ai + A 2 + l):r2 + 2 ( A I A 2 + Ai + A2):r dy 
-A1A2)) + 2(poo + p'oo + V'L + P 二, 
where are the totally ramified points and are the 
inverse image of 00. 
Ill order to compute Kod(^) and Kod(^), for 工、f we have as above 
f 2m + n < 2 
n < 0. 
\ 
Take n = - 7 , so 0 < m < 4 by 2m + n < 2, then 
- 3(Ai + A2 + + 2(AiA2 + Ai + X2)x - A1A2 d 
^ dy 
_ .7：4 - ( A I + A 2 + 1).7：3 + ( A I A 2 + A I + 一 3 
一 一 ^ dy ~ 
in H^(Ui 门 U2,Q�x2). Because m < 4，we have ^ 悬 ， & 悬 are linear in-
dependent. By the method as above the dimension of the space spanned by 
！Kod(是)， 
Kod(去）> is tow, so the Kodaira-Spencer map is injective. 
The case for /i = 3 and 5 \ d, d > 3. 
Let g : Z > S be the universal family of the d-th cyclic covers of pi ramified 
on six points in this is just the family of 
i / 二 - 1)(.T - Ai)(.T — A2)(.T - A3M ” , 5 十 cf 
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As before we have the following divisors 
div(.T) = dpo - dpoo： 
div(y) = (po +Pi + pAi + PX2 +PX3) - 5Poo, 
diY{dx) = {d- l){po + Pi + Pai + Px^ +PA3) l)Poo, 
dW{dy) = 7r-i(Zero(5.T4-4(Ai + A2 + A3 + l):r3 + 3(AiA2 + AiA3 + A2A3 
+Ai + A2 + A3 + - 2(AiA2A3 + A1A2 + A1A3 + A2A3).T 
+A1A2A3)) - 6poo, 
div(—) = -[d- l){po + Pi + px, + PX2 + PX3) l)poo, 
d i v ( ^ ) = -7r-i(Zero(5.T4-... + AiA2 入 3)) + 6poo, dy 
where .Po,Pi,PXi,.Px”Px3,Poo are the ramified points of the cyclic covering. 
In order to compute Kod(着)’ Kod(轰）and Kod(是）for .广悬，we have 
as above 
md + 5n < 6 
I n < 0. 
Take n = 1 - oi, so 0 < m < 5 , then as before _ 悬 ’ & 悬 ， 丨 are 
linear independent. Then by the similar discuss we can prove the dimension of 
the space spanned by (Kod(是)’ Kod(轰)’ Kod(是)j> is three, so the Kodaira-
Spencer map is injective. 
For the case /i = 了, 8, we only need consider the case for of = 2 because 
d = 4： factorizes through d = 2, by the similar discuss we can prove that the 
Kodaira-Spencer map is injective too. 
Remark: If fi = 3 and k = 1, the family of curves are 
y3 = x{x — 1)(.T - Ai). 
For 4奈，we have km - 2 < 2, so m, < 4. So from 
J/2 ay, — , — 
.t3-(AI + 1).T2+AI.T d 二？/立= 0 � y2 dy — J dy —, 
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we can deduce 
� oy 
So 
K o d(去 ) = 0. 
This means that the family 
— — 1 ) ( . T — A I ) . 
is rigid. This can be seen from the following three ways. 
a), g = 1 and where ^ is a primitive root of ^^  + 1 + 1 = 0, is a totally 
complex number field. By claim 3.1.1 4 E n d ° ( J a c ( C A J ) , so the Jacobian 
of Cxi is of complex multiplication type, so the family is rigid. 
b). Take a transformation on the .r-axis such that 
0 0,1 t-^  1, Ai oo 
and then the family is transformed to y^ = x{x - 1). This is obviously rigid. 




We have another way to prove this claim. 
Proof. Let, / : X — S be universal family of iV > 4 points in : Z 5 
is the family of the d-th cyclic covers of P^ ramified on X- Let, TT : Z^ ^ P^ be 
any nonsingular fibre of the family, so is a d-cyclic cover of pi ramified on 
/—i(s). Let G =< cr > be the Galois group of the cover, so the image of the 
Kodaira-Spencer map Kod : -> R^g*Qz/s is the invariant part H � Z s , QzJ画 
in Qzs) of the Galois group G, which is the logarithmic deformation of 
the pair So we have 
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So the image of Kod is isomorphism to 9pi(log/~Hs))), then 
"i(pi，epi(iog/-1 �)） 
= " i ( p i ’ C V ( 2 - A O ) 
= / 7 ° ( P \ ( ! 7 p i ( - ( 2 - I V ) - 2 ) ) 
= N - 3 = FI = dime (5) 
So the Kodaira-Spencer map is injective. 
3.3 Infinity of CM Type Points 
For a suitable choice of K, because of the claim 3.2.1 the family of Jacobians 
induces a generically finite morphism 
3.3.1 (j) Is Dominant 
Proposition 3.3.1 The maps 小:S > HQ) are dominant for the fol-
lowing families 
/ = L ) ( : R — A I ) , 6 / = 4 , 5 ’ ( 3 , 7 
/ = x { x - 1 ) ( . T - A I ) ( . T - A 2 ) , C/ = 3 , 4 , 5 
y^ = x { x - 1)(.7： - A I ) ( . T - \ 2 ) { x - A 3 ) ,  
if = — 1)…(.r _ A,,),二 3’ 4. 
(The proof is similar to [16]) 
Proof, d = 5,7,/I = 1 and ci 二 3，p 二 3 are the cases of [5]. d = 5,/i = 2 is 
the case of [16 . 
We first consider the case of d = 6, /i = 1. Since dim<S = 1, and since cj) is 
generically finite, we only need to show that 
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After base change we may assume that there exists a universal family 
TT ： A > KMC(G,/?.O), 
together with an Z((7)-action on the fibres. This leads the eigenspaces decompo-
sition of as polarized complex variation of Hodge structures 
R'-kMa)� c = V ( 0 © e V(C') e v(r^) © v ( f ) . 
Since < lx,y >=< x, ly >, the intersection form <，> induces a perfect duality 
between and 
Next, we determine the ranks of the Hodge bundles in the corresponding de-
composition. Note that the pull back of together with the Z(cr)-action 
is just R^g^iQjaciZ)) together with the Z(cr)-action. We only need to determine 
the ranks of the Hodge bundles in the decomposition 
R'qM^m^)) q 二 W ( 0 e © W{e) e w(c ' ) e w(e ' ) . 
Writing hP'^^iC) for the rank of the {p,q) Hodge bundle of W( f the perfect 
duality between and 勺 induces 
/7.1’0晴':)）二 /70’1(W(广)). 
We know a acts on the holomorphic differentials of the fibre with eigenvalues 
and So one finds 
(/^ i’o(0>o’i(€)) = (2,0), (/^ 1’0(€2)’#’1(《2)) 二（1,0)， 
(W)，"o，i(作=(1,1), ("1，0(作 W ) ) = (0,1), 
(W)’"o’i(f)) = (0’2). 
In particular, W(0 , W($2), and W(J^) are unitary local subsystems. The 
perfect duality between and implies that the corresponding the Higgs 
bundle 
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is dual to itself. This gives a precise description of the rank of the differential 
map 
d ： T.MciGM)—炉丑(0，1) C (丑1’。产 
of the natural inclusion of KMC(G, ho) into the moduli space of the polarized 
Ahelian varieties in terms of the above eigenspaces decomposition. Since V(^), 
V(< 2^)’ and are unitary, the differential map d factors over 
d ： T , M C ( G , / , , O ) — (丑 1 ’ �(约 © 五 I ’ � ( ^ ) V ® (丑O ’ I (约 e 
Since the Higgs field preserves the eigenspaces decomposition 
(五i’o(巧 V �五0’1(巧)0 (£；。’1(约 e 妒 o(^ v)， 
and d factors further through the diagonal map 
d ： T.M^iCM)—五 1，。«3广 @ 五。’ i(约 e ® 五。’ 1 ( a ) 
三（^i’o(e)V(8)£;�’i(€3))©2. 
The generical injectivity of d implies that the Kodaira-Spencer map on the each 
copy 
没i，o:T;MdG，M—五 1’�(巧 V ⑧五。，i(约 
also is iiijective. Hence, 
1 < dim(/(Mc(G，ho)) < rank(五i’o(约V � £>�’i(巧）=i. 
Then we consider the case of c/ 3,/i = 2, the family of y^ = x{x — 1)(.7：— 
A I ) ( . T — A2). We have the decomposition 
And we have 
(/^ i，o(G，"o’i(0) - (2,1), (/，,i’o(f),"o’i(P)) = (1,2). 
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Hence, 
1 < dimUMclC, ho)) < rank(丑i’�(€i)v ® = 2. 
Then we consider the case of o(二 4, = 1,2, which are the same up to a 
transform on the .T-axis by 
0 0,1 1, A2 oo. 
So we only need to prove the case for d = ^ = 1, just the family of y头= 
x{x — 1)(.T — Ai). We have the decomposition 
R'gMj^ ciz)) ®C) = w(0 e w(e') © w(e') 
And we have 
(/7i’�(o’/70’i(o) = (2,0), = (1,1), 
("i’o(。，"o’i(a) = (o，2). 
Hence, 
1 < dim(KMc(G，ho)) < ® = 1. 
Now we only need to prove the case of (i 二 2,// = 3，4. In fact /U = 3 is the 
degenerate of p = 4，so we only need to prove the case of 0? 二 2,// = 3, i.e. the 
family of i/ = x{x - 1)(.t - Ai)(.t 一 入2)(.7： — A3). 
First by claim 3.1.1 we have Q ^ As above for some special 
Ai, A2, A3, the curve is isomorphic to if = .T^  — 1, then by a transformation 
the curve is just the case of theorem 4.2.1 6), so by [9] exercise 10.12 the Jacobian 
of this curve is simple, so the general member of Jacobians of this family is simple. 
Let F denote the endomorphism algebra of the general member, then we have 
Q 4 F 4 Q⑷， 
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so F must be a field. F can not be Q(^), otherwise the Jacohians of this family is 
rigid. If the dimension of F is two, then the general member can be: 1) general 
CM type with eo = l,d = l,m. = 2, this can not be true because the universal 
family is of dimension 1; 2) real multiplication with e�二 2,m = 1, this can not 
be true because the universal family is of dimension 2. So F = Q, the general 
member is of real multiplication with endomorphism algebra Q, and the universal 
family is of dimension 爪(二+丄)=2^ (广1) = 3 
3.3.2 Infinity of CM Points 
Theorem 3.3.1 There are infinite many CM type points in the following families 
of Jacohians : 
if = . t ( . t -1)( . t -AI) ,c? = 4,5,6,7 
yd. = .T(.T-1)(.T-Ai)(.t-A2),CJ = 3,5 
l / = 47； — 1)(.7：—入1)(：7：-入2)0^ -入3)，05 = 2，3 
Proof. By [11] section 2, the points of kMc{gm) that correspond to abelian 
varieties that are of CM type are exactly the points that are in the image of a 
map 
Mc(H, h') Mc(G, h.o) — KMC(G, ho) 
for some torus u : H ^ G and some map h' as in [3] 3.13. Combining [3] 5.1 
and 5.2 we see that the set of points obtained in this way is dense. So the set of 
A = (Ai, . . . , A )^ G 5 for which Jac(C;0 is of CM type is dense. 
By the proposition 3.3.1, (j) \ S kMc(G, ho) is dominant for the above 
families of curves, so there are infinite many CM type points in the above families. 
Chapter 4 
Endomorphism Algebras of 
Jacobians of Some Families of 
Curves 
Before we discuss the endomorphism algebras of Jacobians of families of curves, 
we will prove some facts about the relations of the Jacobians between tow curves 
C and C , where C is a finite covering of C. Here we follow as [9 . 
4.1 Jacobians Between Finite Coverings of 
Curves 
Let / : C —^  C be a finite morphism between two smooth projective curves, we 
will consider the Jacobians between these two curves. Denote J the Jacobian of 
the curve C, we have 
Proposit ion 4.1.1 The homomorphism f* •‘ J' — J is not injective if and only 
51 
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if f factorizes via a cyclic etale covering f' of degree n> 2 : 
c —U c' 
f" f 
C" C" 
Proof. Suppose first that f factorizes via a cyclic etale covering f of degree 
n > 2. It suffices to show that the homomorphism /'* : J' —> J" = J(C〃）is 
not injective. To see this, recall that f is given as follows: there exists a line 
bundle L on C' of order n in Pic°(C") such that C" is the inverse image of the 
unit section of L" 二 x C under the n-th power map L -> L" and f : C" — C 
is the restriction of L — L" to C", Denote by p : L C the natural projection. 
Since the tautological line bundle p*L is trivial, so is f'*L = p*L \ C", and thus 
/'* is not injective. 
Conversely, suppose /* is not injective. Choose a nontrivial line bundle L G 
ker/* C Pic°(C')- Necessarily L is of finite order, say n > 2，since 
广eg/ 二 Nff*L = NfOc = Oc'. 
Then the cyclic etale covering f : C" -> C' associated to L is of degree n. 
Consider the pullback diagram 
C xc C" C" 
p r 
c ——> c . 
f 
The etale covering p is given by the trivial line bundle f*L = Oc- Hence 
C Xc C" is the disjoint union of n copies of C. In particular there exists a 
section s : C C Xc' C" and f factorizes as / = f'qs. 
From the proof of the Proposition one easily deduces that for the cyclic etale 
covering f : C" -> c' the kernel ker{/* : J' -> J"} is generated by the line bundle 
L defining f . If ( / � ) * : J" J is not injective, one can apply the proposition 
again and factorize /" . Repeating this process we obtain 
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Corollary 4.1.1 For any finite morphism f .. C — C' of smooth projective 
curves C and C there is a factorization 
C —^ C' 
9 fe 
Ce = = Ce 
with fe Stale, kerf* = kerf:，and g* : J(Ce) — J injective. 
4.2 Endomorphism Algebras of Families of Ja-
cohians 
Now we discuss the endomorphism algebra of a general (general has the same 
meaning as in section 2.4) member of the families Jac(Z/S). U p \ d, then 
= x{x — 1 ) ( . T - A i ) . . . (x — A )^ (which we denote as C � f � � i s a cyclic covering 
of yP = x{x — 1)(.7； — Ai). . . (.T - Ap) of degree ^ not factorizes via a cyclic etale 
covering, so by corollary 4.1.1 we have 
Jac時))4 
4.2.1 The Case For / / = 1 
Claim 4.2.1 The general m.em.her of Jacohians of y^ = x{x — 1)(.T — Ai) is sim-
ple, and the endomorphism, algebra of the general member is Q⑷，where ^ is a 
primitive root of t^ — 1 = 0. 
Proof. We have 
Q ( 0 4 E n d � ( J a c ( C f) ) 
by the claim 3.1.1. 
Take a transformation determined by 
TT 0 e 3 ,1 I—> 1, cxD oo, 
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the family becomes yP = [x — - 1)(.t - Ai). For Aq Aq = the 
curve is isomorphic to 
by corollary 3.1.1, we have Q(^) ^ End°(Jac(ZAo)), where ( is a primitive root 
of 力 15 — 1 — 0, then Jac(y5 = .t^ - 1) is a simple abelian variety of CM type with 
endomorphism algebra Q(C) by [5] 2.17. 
If F is the endomorphism algebra of the general member of this family, then 
Q(0 CFC Q(c)， 
then F is field, so the general member of this family is simple. F can not be 
Q(C), otherwise the family is rigid. But diniQ�Q(C) = 2, so F = Q(^). 
Claim 4.2.2 The family is isogenous 
to Jac(Cf)) X El where E�is 
an elliptic curve of CM type. So the endomorphism algebra of the general member 
of this family is Q 0 M2(Q(\/^)). 
Proof. C f ) 一 Cf ) induces Jac(Cf)) ^ so J a c ( C ! i ) ) � 
( �m e a n s isogenous), where E^ is a family of abelian varieties of dimension 2. 
By claim 3.1.1 we have the decomposition 
= e w(-v^)) e (w(-i)). 
W ( - l ) is defined over Q, so © W ( — i s defined over Q too, so E2 is 
the abelian variety determined by W ( \ / ^ ) © so E2 is independent of 
Ai (because the eigenvalues are \ / ( - l ) , \ / ( - l ) and -1) , that means E2 is rigid. 
By considering the semi-stable reduction at Ai 二 0, we know that the singular 
fibre of Jac(Cf)) is C* x ( J a c ( ' / = .x^  - 1))2, so E2 is just (Jac(?/ = - l))^. It 
is not difficult to see the endomorphism algebra of Jac(?/ = x^ — 1) is 
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Claim 4.2.3 The family J a c ( C f ) ) IS isogenous to J a c ( C f ) ) X E f , where Ei is 
an elliptic curve of CM type, and En(f{Ei) is Q(^), where ^ is a primitive root 
of t^-1 = 0. 
Proof. C f ) ^ > Cp) and Cf ) ^ > C^” induces Jac(Cf)) Jac(Cf)) and 
Jac(Cii)) 4 Jac(Cf)) respectively, so J a c ( C f ) ) �J a c ( C f ) ) x Ei x E2, where 
El = Jac(Cf)) is an elliptic curve of CM type and E2 is a rigid abelian surface 
because the decomposition 
R'g.iQj-^ iz/s)) c) = w(0 e w{e) e e w(e^ ) e w(c^ ) 
二 w(e^ ) © (w(c') e © (w(0 e 
is defined over Q, so Ei and E2 are independent of Ai (because the eigenvalues 
are (^，(^2 and In order to see wether E2 is split, we consider the semi-stable 
reduction at Ai = 0. After semi-stable reduction the Jacobian of the curve is 
C* X El X E2, where E2 is the Jacobian of the curve which is 6-cyclic cover of 
pi ramified at three points, among them tow points are total ramified, so E2 is 
isomorphic to the Jacobian of the normalization of 
/ = _ 1. 
By [9] exercise 10.12 we know that Jac(y^ 二 - 1) is isomorphic to a product 
of elliptic curves, and the endomorphism algebra of Jac(y® = — 1) is not com-
mutative (because the automorphism group of this curve action on holomorphic 
forms is not commutative), so E2 is isomorphic to (五；尸’ where E[ is an elliptic 
curve of CM type (because E2 is rigid). But y^ = x'^-1 factorizes via if = . t ^ - I , 
so E[ must be Ei. 
4.2.2 The Case For /x 二 2 
Claim 4.2.4 The general w,em,her of Jacobians of the family i/ = x{x - l)(.r -
A i ) ( . t -入 2 ) is simple，and the endomorphism algebra of the general member is 
where ^ is a primitive root oft^ — l = 0. 
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Proof. By the claim we have Q � ^ End°(JacCf After take a transformation 
and take some special Ai, A2 we have a curve y^ = — 1), by the corollary 3.1.2 
we have Q[f]/{t^ + 力3 + l) ^ End°(Jac(y3 = - 1))), so Jac(y3 = — 1)) 
can only be simple or isogenous to JSf, otherwise the endomorphism algebra 
cannot contain a field of dimension 6. After semi-stable reduction of the family 
at Ai = A2 = 0, the Jacobian is (C*)^ x Ei, so it cannot be isogenous to Ef, 
so Jac(y3 = — 1)) is a simple abelian variety, so the general member of the 
family is simple with endomorphism algebra Q � . 
Theorem 4.2.1 (Bolza, [1]) Let C he a smooth projective curve of genus 2 with 
nontrivial reduced autom,orphism, group. Then C is isomorphic to one of the 6 
types of CAirves in the following: 
1) = (.t2 — — 62)(.t2 - 1) and ^ Z/2; 
2) if = .r(.T2 - «2)(.7：2 - a-2) and ^ D2； 
3) if = (x^ - a3)(:r3 - fl-3) and A ^ ^ D3; 
4) y^ = -1 and Aut C = Dq； 
5) y^ 二 - 1) and Aut C = 64； 
6) if = 一 1) and ^MTC ^ Z/5; 
Where Aut C denotes the reduced automorphism group of C, that is Aut C 
modulo the hypereMiptic involution. 
The Jacohians of the family y^ = - 1)(.t-Ai) is the bound of the family 
= x{x - 1)(.7： - A I ) ( . T - A2), which is also a Shimura curve of abelian varieties. 
Denote y be the family of Jacohians of the normalization of?/ = . T ^ ( . T - 1 ) ( . T - A I ) , 
so is a family of abelian surfaces. 
Claim 4.2.5 The family y is isomorphic to a product of families of elliptic 
curves El, the endow,orphisw. algebra of a general member of Si is Q. 
Proof. By claim 3.1.1, Q(^) 4 End°(yAi), where ^ is a primitive root of f 一 
I = so i/ — x?{x - 1)(.7： - Ai) is a curve of genus 2 with nontrivial reduced 
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automorphism group, so it must be some case of theorem 4.2.1. So if the general 
member of is simple, then it can be the following cases: 
a) of totally indefinite quaternion multiplication. 
b) of totally definite quaternion multiplication. 
c) of general CM type with endomorphism algebra Q � . 
If a), ；y is a compact Shimura curve by [14], contradiction to the fibre at 
Ai = 0 is (C*)2 (just the case 2) of theorem 4.2.1). If b), is a rigid family of 
product of an elliptic curve with CM type with itself ([9] example 9.5.5). If c), 
then y cannot be of the case: 1) of theorem 4.2.1, otherwise the general member 
of y is isogenous to a product of elliptic curves ([9] exercise 10.12); 2) of theorem 
4.2.1, because the reduced automorphism group D2 cannot contain a subgroup 
of order 3; 3), 4)，5) of theorem 4.2.1, otherwise it is isomorphic to a product of 
elliptic curves; 6) of theorem 4.2.1, otherwise it is rigid. So the general member 
of y is not simple. Because the fibre at 入1 二 0 is (C*)^, so the general member of 
y cannot contain a copy of CM type, so is isomorphic to a product of families 
of elliptic curves Si x S2, if Si and 82 are not the same, then the endomorphism 
algebra of a general member of Si x S2 is Q® Q, this cannot contain a subfield of 
contradiction arises. So y is isomorphic to a product of family of elliptic 
curves £f. 
Claim 4.2.6 The family Jac(Cf)) is isogenous to Jac(cf)) x Jac(Cf)) 乂 
where Ei is an elliptic curve of CM type with endomm-phism, algebra Q(^), where 
^ is a primitive root of t^ — 1 二 0. 
Proof. Obviously Jac(Cf^) is isogenous to x Jac(Cf^) x S3’ where S3 
is a family of abelian varieties of dimension 3. The following decomposition 
® c) = © e e (w(0 e 
is defined over Q and ("i’。，/?。i) = (3,0), so £：3 is a rigid family of E3. The 
Jacobian of the semi-stable reduction at Ai =入9 二 0 is (C*)2 X Jac(cAi)) X 
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where E4 is the Jacobian of y® = x^ — 1. By claim 4.2.3 we know 丑4 is isogenous 
to E, X Ef = E f , so E^ is isogenous to E f , where Ei is an elliptic curve of CM 
type. 
4.2.3 The Case For // - 3 
Claim 4.2.7 The general member of Jacobians of the family y: 二 x{x — 1)(,T — 
A I ) ( . T — A 2 ) ( . T — A 3 ) is simple, and the endom,orphism, algebra of the general member 
is Q. 
Proof. This is just the case d = 2 and // 二 3 of proposition 3.3.1. 
Claim 4.2.8 The general mew,her of Jacobians of the family i/ 二 x(x - 1)(.T -
A I ) ( . T — A 2 ) ( . T - A 3 ) is simple, and the endomorphism algebra of the general member 
is Q(^), where ^ is a primitive root of t^ — 1 = 0. 
Proof. By the claim 3.1.1 we have Q � ^ EndO(Jac(Cf))). After take a trans-
formation and take some special Ai, A2, A3 we have a curve i / = x^ - 1, by [5: 
2.17 Jac(y3 = - 1)) is simple with endomorphism algebra Q(C), where ( is a 
primitive root of 力— 1 = Q. SO the general member of this family is simple. Let 
F be the endomorphism algebra of general member, then Q ( 0 C. F <Z Q(C), then 
F must be Q(^) otherwise the dimension of the family would less than 3. 
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